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Abstract: This study proposes an optimized context-based Gustafson Kessel (CGK)-based fuzzy
granular model based on the generation of rational information granules and an optimized CGK-
based fuzzy granular model with the aggregated structure. The conventional context-based fuzzy-c-
means (CFCM) clustering generates clusters considering the input and output spaces. However, the
prediction performance decreases when the specific data points with geometric features are used.
The CGK clustering solves the above situation by generating valid clusters considering the geometric
attributes of data in input and output spaces with the aid of the Mahalanobis distance. However, it
is necessary to generate rational information granules (IGs) because there is a significant change in
performance according to the context generated in the output space and the shape, size, and several
clusters generated in the input space. As a result, the rational IGs are obtained by considering the
relationship between the coverage and specificity of IG using the genetic algorithm (GA). Thus, the
optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular models with the aggregated structure are designed based on
rational IGs. The prediction performance was compared using the two databases to verify the validity
of the proposed method. Finally, the experiments revealed that the performance of the proposed
method is higher than that of the previous model.

Keywords: CGK clustering; information granules; granular model; aggregated structure; optimization

1. Introduction

A fuzzy set means a set in which each element has a degree of membership for a set.
Studies on methodologies, algorithms, and structures are being conducted in various fields
of application in the real world based on the fuzzy set [1–3]. Real-world problems with
complex nonlinear characteristics need a hybrid intelligent model that has integrated the
theories, structures, and technologies of various models. Integrating various computational
techniques has an advantage over individual models for designing hybrid intelligent
systems. A representative method that is frequently used with the hybrid intelligent system
is the neuro-fuzzy reasoning system. The neuro-fuzzy inference system is a combined
system that complements the shortcomings of the two models as a model that combines the
parallel computation and learning capabilities of artificial neural networks and the human
knowledge expression and explanation capabilities of the fuzzy system [4–8].

On the other hand, granular computing (GrC) is a computing paradigm that is newly
emerging in the information processing field. GrC is a computational theory about us-
ing information granules (IGs) such as clusters, subsets, sections, groups, and classes for
effective computation model design using information and knowledge about real-world
applications [9–13]. Research related to GrC is being conducted in various fields, includ-
ing information hiding in programming, granularity in artificial intelligence, divide and
conquer algorithms in computational science, section computing, cluster analysis, fuzzy
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and rough set theory, and database. Here, using the established concept of IGs formed
in the fuzzy and rough set theory helps solve problems that arise in real-world applica-
tions. Pedrycz [14] proposed a granular model (GM) that represents the model output as a
fuzzy number in the form of a triangle, instead of a numerical value, based on GrC. GM
generates IGs using the Context-based Fuzzy C-Means (CFCM) clustering that applies the
conventional FCM clustering. The CFCM clustering generates clusters by considering data
characteristics in an output space and the input space. Studies on GM are being actively
conducted now [15–20]. An analysis of the above-mentioned research trends indicates the
need for research on methodology and optimization to generate rational IGs because the
performance varies significantly according to the shape, size, and number of IGs.

Optimization, which is a process of finding solutions closest to the correct answer
under certain constraints, is widely used in service management, product development,
etc. Optimization algorithms are classified into global and local optimization techniques
according to the required solution level. The global optimization technique [21] aims at
finding the best solution in the entire search area even though it takes time to process,
whereas the local optimization technique [22] aims at finding the best solution in a partial
search area within a short time. There are various methodologies for optimization tech-
niques, and the representative methods are genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm
optimization (PSO). GA is a computational model using Darwin’s theory of survival of
the fittest, which explains the evolution of the biological system and a global optimization
technique developed by Holland [23]. After expressing the problem to be solved by GA
as data structures of a given format, and then they are gradually transformed to produce
progressively better solutions. The PSO algorithm is an iterative optimization algorithm
that attempts at social behavior simulation developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [24]. It
started from the movements of entities that live in groups, such as ants, fish, and birds.
Optimization is performed by converting the characteristic of these entities that move
in groups when sharing information among them into a simple mathematical formula
(GA [25–29], PSO [30–34]).

This study generates rational IGs using GA and performs the design and optimization
of the context-based Gustafson Kessel (CGK)-based fuzzy granular model based on them.
Context-based FCM clustering generates clusters by considering the characteristics of the
data in input and output spaces, but it is difficult to process data with geometric features
because it only generates circular clusters. To solve this problem, we propose context-based
GK clustering that considers the geometric attributes of data in input and output spaces.
When IGs are generated using the proposed context-based GK clustering, rational IGs are
generated by balancing the coverage and specificity of the IGs. The performance of GM is
improved by optimizing the number of IGs generated in input and output spaces using
GA among optimization techniques to design and optimize the CGK-based fuzzy granular
model based on rational IGs.

This paper is organized in the following order. Section 2 describes the context-based GK
clustering and CGK-based fuzzy granular model. Section 3 explains the optimized CGK-based
fuzzy granular model through IG assignment. Section 4 analyzes the experimental results and
performance. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and future research plans.

2. Design of the CGK-Based Fuzzy Granular Model
2.1. Context-Based GK Clustering

Clustering [35] is a method of data mining by defining a data group (cluster) in con-
sideration of the characteristics of the given data and finding representative points of the
data group. GK clustering [36] is a method of generating clusters considering the geometric
attributes of data. However, it has the problem that only the data characteristics in the output
space can be reflected because it only considers the data characteristics in the input space.
Context-based GK clustering generates clusters by considering data characteristics in the
output space. Figure 1 describes the concept of context-based GK clustering.
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The context generated in the output space can be expressed as follows:

D : T → [0, 1] (1)

where D denotes the data in the output space. Assuming that there is a context generated
considering the characteristics of data in the output space, fk = T(dk) expresses the degree
of the context belonging to the kth data.

GK clustering generates clusters by using Equation (2) for the Mahalanobis distance
between the centroid of the cluster and random data:

d2
GK(xk − vi) = ‖xk − vi‖2

Ai
= (xk − vi)

T Ai(xk − vi) (2)

where Ai denotes the matrix that has the fixed constant det(Ai) = ρi for each i. GK cluster-
ing can consider even the data in the local part by expanding the concept of FCM clustering
by using d2

GK(xk, vi) so that various clusters of geometric shapes can be generated. The
objective functions of GK clustering are expressed as Equations (3)–(5):

JGK
m (µ, v) =

n

∑
k=1

c

∑
i=1

µm
ikd2

GK(Xk, vi) (3)

vi =
∑n

k=1 µm
ik xk

∑n
k=1 µm

ik
(4)

µik =
‖xk − vi‖

−2
m−1
Aj

∑c
j=1 ‖xk − vi‖

−2
m−1
Aj

(5)

Various clusters of geometric shapes are created in each context generated in the
output space by repeating Equations (3)–(5).
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[Step 1 ] The number of contexts to be generated in the output space and the number of
clusters to be generated in each context are selected, and then the degree of the
geometric shape ε is selected, which ε must be larger than zero. The membership
matrix U is initialized to a value between 0 and 1.

[Step 2 ] A method of generating context in the output space is selected between two methods:
uniformly generating contexts with a constant size; and flexibly generating in different
sizes based on the Gaussian probability distribution. Contexts are generated by
selecting one of these two methods.

[Step 3 ] The centroid and membership matrix of the cluster is calculated in each context
using Equation (4).

[Step 4 ] The objective function of context-based GK clustering is calculated using Equations (3) and (6).
The above process is repeated if the estimated value is larger than the previous value, and the
above procedure is stopped if the calculated value is smaller than the last value.

‖µt − µt−1‖ ≤ ε (6)

2.2. Context-Based GK (CGK) Fuzzy Granular Model

The CGK-based fuzzy granular model is designed by generating contexts using
context-based GK clustering and then developing clusters of geometric shapes in each
context. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model that
generates three contexts and nine clusters. This figure shows there are the premise and
conclusion variables. First, the conclusion variable is an IG of the context shape generated
in the output space. Next, the premise variable is an IG of the cluster type generated in each
context. The final output of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model is expressed as follows:

Y = ∑⊕ Wt ⊗ zt (7)Appl. Sci. 2022, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 22 
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In Equation (7),
⊕

,
⊗

are addition and multiplication signs that express the operations
for IG. The fuzzy set is generated by processing the premise part of the CGK-based fuzzy
granular model. The clusters generated by context-based GK clustering are expressed as an
activation layer of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model. The part between the conditional
and output layers is expressed as a linguistically descriptive context. The sum of final
outputs of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model is expressed as follows using every context
in the output space:

Y = (z11
⊗

A1
⊕

z12
⊗

A1 . . . z1n1
⊗

A1)
⊕
(z21

⊗
A2
⊕

z22
⊗

A2 . . . z2n2
⊗

A2)
. . . (zc1

⊗
Ac
⊕

zc2
⊗

Ac . . . zcnc
⊗

Ac)
(8)

The final output of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model is expressed as a fuzzy
number with the context shape and as a fuzzy set as follows:

Yi =
(
y−i , yi, y+i

)
(9)

where y−i , yi, and y+i are the lower limit, model value, and upper limit of the CGK-based
fuzzy granular model, respectively. These values are expressed as Equations (10)–(12):

y−i =
(
z11a1 + z12a−1 + . . . + z1n1a−1

)
+
(
zc1a−c + zc2a−c + . . . + zcnca−c

)
(10)

yi = (z11a1 + z12a1 + . . . + z1n1a1) + (zc1ac + zc2ac + . . . + zcncac) (11)

y+i =
(
z11a1 + z12a+1 + . . . + z1n1a+1

)
+
(
zc1a+c + zc2a+c + . . . + zcnca+c

)
(12)

When context-based GK clustering is performed, the membership matrix is expressed as a
value between 0 and 1. The requirements of the membership matrix are expressed as follows:

U( f ) = µik ∈ [0, 1]

∣∣∣∣∣ c

∑
i=1

µik = fk∀k and 0 <
N

∑
k=1

µik < N (13)

The structural description of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model is as follows. The
input layer receives data and passes them to the next layer. The activation layer is a process
of generating clusters in the input space corresponding to contexts and a step for generating
clusters of geometric shapes. For the premise layer, conditional clustering is performed in
each context. The activation and premise layers are interconnected. Clusters are generated
using context-based GK clustering when the contexts of the output space are given. In each
context, as many clusters as selected are created, and the number of nodes summed in each
output layer is similar to the number of contexts. The final output summed in the output
layer is expressed as a context.

2.3. CGK-Based Fuzzy Granular Model with the Aggregated Structure

When extensive multivariate data are processed through a neuro-fuzzy reasoning
system and GM, the number of rules increases exponentially as many input variables
influence it. The calculation speed and performance of the neuro-fuzzy reasoning system
and GM are decreased. A model that is connected hierarchically with two or more systems
rather than a single neuro-fuzzy reasoning system or a single GM can be designed to
address this problem. This study proposes the CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the
aggregated structure that combines the CGK-based fuzzy granular model with the linear
regression [37], artificial neural network [38], and radial basis function neural network [39].
The proposed model is constructed of an aggregated structure and uses linear regression,
ANN, and a radial basis function neural network as sub-models and the CGK-based fuzzy
granular model as an upper model to calculate the final output. The CGK-based fuzzy
granular model of the aggregated structure can be designed more efficiently and easily
understood than a single system and model when processing data with the same number
of input variables [40,41].
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The CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure uses the input
variables of the original data as input for the linear regression, artificial neural network,
and radial basis function neural network. It uses the model’s output after the data are
processed in each sub-model as input for the CGK-based fuzzy granular model, which is
the upper model. Linear regression analyzes the correlation between input and output
variables and is expressed as follows:

yi = β1xi1 + βpxip + εi = xT
i β + εi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (14)

In Equation (14), the parameter of linear regression is expressed as p, and the coefficient
of each independent variable is expressed as βi. xT

i β expresses the inner product of xi and
β, and T denotes transposition. Lastly, εi is an error term and denotes an error variable that
indicates the error between independent and dependent variables. The creation of ANN
was inspired by the form of synaptic connection, and the model can solve problems by
changing the connection strength through training. The general artificial neural network
comprises three layers, the input, hidden, and output layers, respectively. The input layer
passes the input variables of data to the hidden layer, and the number of input layers is
the same as the number of input variables of the data to be processed. The mathematical
calculation does not happen in the input layer, and it only plays the role of passing data.
The hidden layer is composed of one or more layers. If there are two or more hidden layers,
it is called a multilayer ANN. The output layer calculates the final output of the ANN and
is processed by the activation function. The radial basis function neural network uses the
activation function as a radial basis function of the structure mentioned above of ANN.
Unlike the structure of general ANN, the radial basis function neural network only has one
hidden layer. The weight can be effectively calculated because there is only one hidden
layer. Figure 3 illustrates the CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure.
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The outputs from the sub-models, i.e., linear regression, artificial neural network, and
radial basis function neural network, are combined and used as the input of the upper model,
the CGK-based fuzzy granular model. The upper model, the CGK-based fuzzy granular
model, generates IGs by selecting the number of contexts and the number of clusters and
calculates the final output using them. The conventional GM had the problem of difficulty
generating rational IGs when processing extensive multivariate data, and it took much time
to process them. However, the fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure proposed in
this study can generate rational IGs from large multivariate data because they combine and
use the outputs from sub-models as the input of the upper model.
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3. Design of the Optimized CGK-Based Fuzzy Granular Model of the Aggregated
Structure through IG Assignment
3.1. Optimal Assignment of IGs

IGs are generated using clustering of original numerical data, and the GM is designed
using the generated IGs. The following conditions should be satisfied when designing
the GM. First, the data in the output space are granulated. Second, the data in the input
space corresponding to each IG generated in the output space are granulated. The cluster’s
centroid generated through clustering in the input space is granulated. The considerations
when designing the GM are as follows. The IG generation method is provided so that the
model is granulated, and the IG is limited to the form specified by the user. The higher the
value of the IG, the greater the design flexibility becomes. If the IG is 0, it is not granulated,
and the model has the original numerical value. There are two general methods to generate
IGs through information granulation described above: uniform and flexible generation
methods. Figure 4 shows the original data conversion to IG through the information
granulation method.
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The uniform generation method generates the data in the output space symmetrically
and uniformly under the level of information granulation, and N IGs show the same form.
In Equations (15) and (16), ε0 can represent ε

2N , which denotes the upper and lower levels
of the IGs that have been generated uniformly. a−ij and a+ij represent the lower limit value
and upper limit value of the information particle. For uniformly generated information
particles, the distance between the lower limit value and the upper limit value is the same
from the center. Each flexibly generated information particle is assigned a value based on
the Gaussian probability distribution.

a−ij =

{
min

(
aij(1− ε0), aij(1 + εo)

)
i f aij 6= 0

−ε0 i f aij = 0
(15)

a+ij =

{
max

(
aij(1− ε0), aij(1 + εo)

)
i f aij 6= 0

ε0 i f aij = 0
(16)

The flexible generation method [42] generates IGs based on data distribution in the
output space using the Gaussian probability distribution. The size of each IG is not uniform.
−epsilon and +epsilon are parameters that set the lower and upper bounds in the uniformly
generated information particles, and their values are set based on the Gaussian probability
distribution of the data.

a−ij =

{
min

(
aij

(
1− ε−ij

)
, aij

(
1 + ε+ij

))
i f aij 6= 0

−ε−ij i f aij = 0
(17)

a+ij =

{
max

(
aij

(
1− ε−ij

)
, aij

(
1 + ε+ij

))
i f aij 6= 0

ε+ij i f aij = 0
(18)
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The method of generating IGs in the input space corresponding to each IG generated in the
output space is to granulate the information around the cluster’s centroid generated through
clustering. For information granulation in the input space, xk ∈ D(G(xk, V1, V2, . . . , Vc, U))
must be satisfied for as many data of X as possible. When the centroid of the cluster is granulated,
the granulation of a specific level that assumes the value of [0, 1] for Vi is allowed.

Vij =
[
vij − ε ∗ ranagej, vij + ε ∗ ranagej

]
(19)

Here, i and j denote the number of clusters and the number of data, respectively. The
cluster centroid is granulated at the same level for all data. Every coordinate of the cluster
centroid is distributed symmetrically around vij and receives an equal effect by the given
level of granulation. The higher the coverage, the higher the performance index (PI) [43].

Performance indices play an important role in evaluating model accuracy and clarity,
and various methods have been developed to evaluate model performance. Common per-
formance evaluation methods include Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE). RMSE calculates the average of the squares by subtracting the
model prediction value from the actual prediction value and then squaring the value to
evaluate the performance. MAPE evaluates the performance by subtracting the model
prediction value from the actual output value and dividing it by the model prediction
value. This performance evaluation method is mainly used when the output value of
the model is a numerical value. However, in the case of a granular model composed of
information granules, since the model output value is an information granule rather than a
numerical value, it is difficult to evaluate the model using a general performance evaluation
method. To solve this problem, research on scalability and specificity has been actively
conducted as a performance evaluation method for granular models. As the performance
index has a higher value, it is a meaningful information granule, and a granular model with
excellent performance can be designed. The PI is a non-increasing function of coverage. If
the coverage is too high, it may not be allowed. Thus, the coverage can be re-assigned by
setting a specific upper limit to generate effective IGs.

In order to generate reasonable information granules, two requirements are performed
by the performance measure of coverage and specificity of information granules.

The coverage [43] indicates whether the target data are included in the formed informa-
tion granules. In other words, it expresses how much the target total data are accumulated
within the range of information granules and the degree of accumulation. The more data
accumulated in the information granule, the higher the scalability value. It can prove
the legitimacy of the information granule, so it can be a better model in relation to the
modeling.

Specificity [43] indicates how specific and semantically explainable each information
granule is. In other words, information granules should be created as detailed as possible,
and each information granule should have an explanatory meaning. When the information
granule is in the form of context, the narrower the interval between the upper and lower
bounds, the higher the specificity.

The general GM generated IGs through cluster centroid and showed a limitation that
processed every IG similarly by assigning the same coverage value for every variable. In
this study, the coverage of the IGs generated in the output space and the number of IGs
in the input space are re-assigning to generate meaningful IGs, which improves GM’s
prediction performance [43,44]. Figure 5 shows the process of generating rational IGs by
re-assigning the variables of IGs generated in the output space. As shown in Figure 5, the
information granule in the form of context has a lower bound and an upper bound. The
middle vertex of the triangle is the model value. a1 is the lower bound of the model and
a2 is the upper bound of the model. For a1 and a2, − and + are the ranges in which to
optimize the lower and upper bounds to produce reasonable particles of information. Here,
there are upper and lower limits. After random ranges are specified to the upper limits, the
upper and lower limits that generate the satisfactory values for the coverage and specificity
of IGs are searched using the optimization algorithm GA.
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3.2. Fuzzy-Based Granular Model and CGK-Based Fuzzy Granular Model of the Aggregated
Structure Based on Rational IGs

In a hierarchical structure, the CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated
structure uses the linear regression, neural network, and radial basis function neural
network, which are generally used as prediction models as sub-models. Moreover, it
also uses the CGK-based fuzzy granular model as the upper model. When the original
numerical data are input to the sub-model, the output becomes a type 1 IG. When type 1 IG
that combines the output calculated in the sub-model is input to the upper model, type 2
IG is generated through context-based GK clustering. The higher the number of types, the
higher the level of abstraction; thus, it can represent a more meaningful IG that is verbally
explainable.

The CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure generates IGs of the
context shape in the output space and IGs of geometric shape in the input space. In this
study, the IGs of the context shape generated in the output space of the CGK-based fuzzy
granular model of the aggregated structure is optimally assigned through the GA [45,46]
based on biological genetics. GA sets the number of generations, cross-operation ratio,
and mutation ratio and optimizes by creating a new group using genetic operators. It
calculates the goodness of fit to confirm whether the new group has the optimal solution.
The goodness of fit is evaluated using the PI obtained through training and validation data
after the generation is created. The goodness of fit can quantitatively indicate how much
the generated solution is fit for solving the problem. The sequence of GA is as follows.
The initial chromosome is generated by using the upper and lower limits of the context
to be optimized. The goodness of fit of each chromosome is calculated through the PI.
The current chromosome becomes a parent chromosome, and from these, the offspring
chromosome is generated through crossover and mutation operations. After calculating
the goodness of fit of the generated child chromosomes, the above process is stopped if it is
a satisfactory value; otherwise, the child chromosomes are generated again, and the above
process is repeated. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the genetic algorithm. The lower and
upper limits of the context are set as candidate solutions, the fitness computation of each
chromosome is calculated, and the result is repeated until satisfactory.
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Figure 6. Flowchart of GA process.

The IGs of the optimally assigned output space, i.e., the IGs of the optimal context
shape, are updated in the CGK-based GM to modify the spacing between contexts in the
output space. In addition, IGs of the geometric shape are generated from the input space
connected with each modified context to produce the optimal IGs in the input space and
output space. Figure 7 shows the structure of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular
model. Figure 8 shows the structure of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model
of the aggregated structure. This figure shows that IGs of the context shape are generated
through the context-based GK clustering. Here, contexts are updated by optimizing the
upper and lower limits of the context using GA, and through this, the optimized IGs of
the geometric shape are generated in the input space. Figure 7 shows the structure of the
optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model. If you look at the output space in the figure,
you can see a black context and a red context. Here, the black context is the existing context
and the red context is the context optimized using GA.
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4. Experiments and Result Analysis

Experiments were conducted using the concrete compressive strength database [47]
and Boston House Prices database [48], which are used in the prediction area to validate
the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular and the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular
models of the aggregated structure using GA proposed in this study. Considering the
convenience for the analysis of experiment results, the proposed two fuzzy granular models
are indicated by Optimal CGK-GM (Optimal Context-based Gustafson Kessel-Granular
Model) and Optimal AGM (Optimal Aggregated Granular Model).

4.1. Databases

The concrete compressive strength database, collected by the National Tsing Hua
University in Taiwan, consists of 9 variables and 1030 instances. The input variables are
cement, lime, fly ash, fine aggregates, blast furnace slag, coarse aggregates, water, and
superplasticizer. The output variable is concrete compressive strength. The Boston House
Prices database, which is a collection of information about the housing prices in Boston,
consists of 14 variables and 506 instances. Input variables are per capita crime rate by
town (CRIM), the proportion of residential land zone for lots over 25,000 sq. ft. (ZN), the
proportion of non-retail business acres per town (INDUS), Charles River dummy variable
(CHAS), nitric oxides concentration per 10 ppm (NOX), the average number of rooms per
dwelling (RM), the proportion of owner-occupied units built before 1940 (AGE), weighted
distances to five Boston employment centers (DIS), index of accessibility to radial highways
(RAD), full-value property tax rate per $10,000 (TAX), the pupil-teacher ratio by town
(PTRATIO), the proportion of blacks by town (B), and % lower status of the population
(LSTAT). The output variable is the median value of owner-occupied homes (MEDV).

4.2. Experiment Method and Result Analysis

This study evaluates the prediction performance through the PI method, which is
a performance evaluation method that is suitable for the IG and fuzzy granular model,
instead of the generally used performance evaluation methods. As shown in Equation (20),
the PI is expressed by the multiplication of coverage (ε), which is the coverage of IG, and
specificity (ε), which is the specificity of IG. A value closer to 1 indicates higher performance.
The experiment method is as follows. Each benchmarking database was divided into 50%
for training and 50% for validation, and the PI was normalized to a value between 0 and 1.
Experiments were conducted as the numbers of context (P) and cluster (C) of the CGK-GM,
AGM, and the proposed Optimal CGK-GM and Optimal AGM were increased from 2 to 6.
The fuzzy factor was fixed to 2. Furthermore, the two methods of generating contexts in
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the output space, i.e., uniform and flexible generation methods, were compared. The GA
used for context optimization was experimented with using the number of generations to
540, the cross-operation ratio of 0.97, and the mutation rate of 0.01.

Per f ormance index = coverage(ε)· speci f icity(ε) (20)

The following shows the result of the concrete compressive strength prediction ex-
periment. Table 1 shows the prediction performance of the CGK-based fuzzy granular
model that generated contexts uniformly. Table 2 shows the prediction performance of the
CGK-based fuzzy granular model that generated contexts flexibly. Tables 1 and 2 show that
the higher the context, the higher the performance. The highest performance with a PI of
0.470 was achieved when the uniform generation method, six contexts, and four clusters
were used. Figure 9 shows the output of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model and the real
output. Figure 10 shows the PI of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model for the testing data.
In Figure 9, the x-axis shows the number of concrete compressive strength, and the y-axis
shows the concrete compressive strength. The solid black line indicates the real concrete
compressive strength, whereas the red dotted line indicates the output of the CGK-based
fuzzy granular model. In Figure 10, the x-axis shows the number of clusters generated in
the input space, the y-axis shows the number of contexts generated in the output space,
and the z-axis shows the PI for the validation data. Experiments were performed on the
Windows 10 operating system, and the software used is MATLAB 2018a.

Table 1. Prediction performance CGK-based fuzzy granular model that generated contexts uniformly.

P
C

2 3 4 5 6

2 0 0 0 0 0

3 0.0204 0.0204 0.0204 0.02050 0.0206

4 0.3328 0.3315 0.3308 0.3295 0.3315

5 0.4409 0.4379 0.4350 0.4350 0.4300

6 0.4618 0.4629 0.4700 0.4618 0.4606

Table 2. Prediction performance CGK-based fuzzy granular model that generated contexts flexibly.

P
C

2 3 4 5 6

2 0 0 0 0 0

3 0.0295 0.0241 0.0282 0.0259 0.0233

4 0.3060 0.3070 0.3084 0.3070 0.3052

5 0.4182 0.4254 0.4183 0.4178 0.4162

6 0.4662 0.4640 0.4569 0.4466 0.4449

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the prediction performance of the CGK-based fuzzy granular
model of the aggregated structure. Table 3 shows the result of the method that uniformly
generated contexts, whereas Table 4 shows the effect of using the method that flexibly
generates contexts. Based on the result of this table, the method of generating contexts
uniformly was used, and the highest performance with a PI of 0.5208 was achieved when
the number of contexts was six, and the number of clusters was 4.
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Figure 11 shows the output of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated
structure and the real output. Figure 12 shows the PI of the CGK-based fuzzy granular
mode for validation data.
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Table 3. Prediction performance CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure that
generated contexts uniformly.

P
C

2 3 4 5 6

2 0 0 0 0 0

3 0.0201 0.0204 0.0203 0.0202 0.0203

4 0.3194 0.3221 0.3302 0.3315 0.3295

5 0.4548 0.4587 0.4548 0.4488 0.4637

6 0.5125 0.5149 0.5208 0.5184 0.5196

Table 4. Prediction performance CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure that
generated contexts flexibly.

P
C

2 3 4 5 6

2 0 0 0 0 0

3 0.0481 0.0437 0.0446 0.0391 0.0451

4 0.3071 0.3023 0.3136 0.3187 0.3129

5 0.4344 0.4348 0.4380 0.4471 0.4418

6 0.4884 0.4981 0.4921 0.5074 0.5028
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Table 5 summarizes the prediction performance of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy
granular model that generated contexts uniformly. Table 6 summarizes the prediction
performance of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure
that generated contexts uniformly. Table 7 shows how the contexts in the output space
of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model were optimized from the existing
shape. Table 8 shows how the contexts in the output space of the optimized CGK-based
fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure were optimized from the current shape.
Here, p13 shows the upper limit of the first context and p21 shows the lower limit of the
second context. Because the upper and lower limits of each context were set to the optimal
values, the PIs of 0.4781 and 0.5386 were higher than the prediction performance of the
conventional CGK-based fuzzy granular model and the CGK-based fuzzy granular model
of the aggregated structure. Figure 13 compares the output of the optimized CGK-based
fuzzy granular model and the real output. Figure 14 shows the PI of the optimized CGK-
based fuzzy granular model. Figure 15 compares the output of the optimized CGK-based
fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure and the real value. Figure 16 shows the
PI of the aggregated structure’s optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model. These figures
show the prediction of the optimized fuzzy granular model was closer to the real output
than that of the conventional fuzzy granular model.

Table 5. Prediction performance of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model.

P
C

2 3 4 5 6

6 0.4497 0.4663 0.4781 0.4628 0.4687

Table 6. Prediction performance of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model with the aggre-
gated structure.

P
C

2 3 4 5 6

6 0.5168 0.5241 0.5143 0.5252 0.5386
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Table 7. Updated values after context optimization of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model.

p13 p21 p23 p31 p33 p41 p43 p51 p53 p61

Existing 17.8 2.3 33.3 17.8 48.9 33.3 64.4 48.9 79.9 64.4

Optimal 17.7 1.6 33.2 18.2 48.2 64 64 49.9 80.6 65.1

Table 8. Updated value after context optimization of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model
of the aggregated structure.

p13 p21 p23 p31 p33 p41 p43 p51 p53 p61

Existing 17.8 2.3 33.3 17.8 48.9 33.3 64.4 48.9 79.9 64.4

Optimal 17.4 3.3 33.2 18.5 47.9 34 64.5 49.6 78.9 65.1
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Figure 13. Comparison between the output of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model and
the real output.

Table 9 summarizes the results of the concrete compressive strength prediction exper-
iment. The tables show the PI was high when the contexts were generated uniformly in
every model. The validation PI of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model was 0.470 when six
contexts and four clusters were used. The validation PI of the CGK-based fuzzy granular
model of the aggregated structure was 0.5208 when six contexts and four clusters were used.
The PIs of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model and the optimized CGK-based
fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure proposed in this study were 0.4781 and
0.5386, respectively, when six contexts and six clusters were used. Therefore, these results
confirmed that the proposed models show higher performance than the conventional fuzzy
granular model.
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Figure 16. Performance index of the optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated
structure.

Table 9. Result of the concrete compressive strength prediction experiment.

Model Types IG Type Num. of
Contexts

Num. of
Clusters Training PI Testing PI

CGK-GM Uniform 6 4 0.4743 0.4700

A-CGK-GM Uniform 6 4 0.5287 0.5208

Optimal
CGK-GM Uniform 6 6 0.4793 0.4781

Optimal
A-CGK-GM Uniform 6 6 0.5367 0.5386

Table 10 shows the result of the Boston House Prices prediction experiment. As shown
in the table, the validation PI of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model was 0.5502 when the
contexts were generated uniformly, and six contexts and five clusters were used. The PI
of the CGK-based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure was 0.5870 when the
contexts were generated flexibly, and six contexts and three clusters were used. The PI of the
optimized CGK-based fuzzy granular model proposed was 0.5733 when the contexts were
generated uniformly, and six contexts and five clusters were used. The optimized CGK-
based fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure showed the highest prediction
performance with a validation PI of 0.6069 when contexts were generated flexibly, and six
contexts and six clusters were used.

Table 10. Result of Boston House Prices prediction experiment.

Model Types IG Type Num. of
Contexts

Num. of
Clusters Training PI Testing PI

CGK-GM Uniform 6 5 0.5476 0.5502

A-CGK-GM Flexible 6 3 0.5287 0.5870

Optimal
CGK-GM Uniform 6 5 0.5698 0.5733

Optimal
A-CGK-GM Flexible 6 6 0.6100 0.6069
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The results of experiments using two benchmarking databases for prediction con-
firmed that the optimized fuzzy granular models proposed showed higher prediction
performance than the conventional CGK-based fuzzy granular model and the CGK-based
fuzzy granular model of the aggregated structure. The prediction performance improved
when the IGs were optimized through the GA. Furthermore, the performance of the context
generation method changed according to the characteristics of the database.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the optimized fuzzy-based granular model based on a
hierarchical structure and optimal information granule allocation. Conventional fuzzy clus-
tering generates clusters by calculating the distance between the center of the cluster and
the data using the Euclidean distance. However, there is a problem in that the performance
decreases when the data points have geometric characteristics. To improve this problem,
GK clustering is used. GK clustering uses Mahalanobis distance to calculate the distance
between the center of the cluster and the data to generate a geometrical cluster. On the
basis of GK clustering, we proposed context-based GK (CGK) clustering, which generates
the contexts in the output space and estimates the clusters each context. The advantages of
the proposed CGK-based granular model can be summarized as follows:

Firstly, it is possible to automatically generate the explainable and meaningful fuzzy
if-then rules that can be expressed linguistically by generating information granules in the
input space and output space from numerical input and output data. Next, it is effective
to process numerical input data points with specific geometric features. Since the output
of the CGK-based granular model can be presented by the fuzzy number, it is possible
to express the prediction result linguistically. Finally, we improved the performance by
designing the CGK-based granular model with the aggregate structure that combines the
linear regression model, neural network with multilayer, and radial basis function neural
network.

In the future, based on the rational information granule generation principle, we plan
to conduct the studies on generating various types of information granules and optimally
allocating the information granules created in the input space and output space. In addition,
we plan to design information granules that combine not only aggregated structures but
also other types of hierarchical structures and predictive models.
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